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In India, there are many students who are under graduation or are graduates and are willing to get a job.
Most of them wish to get placed in the public sector and they prepare to appear in their exams. The craze
of government jobs has been increased as it provides a constant career growth and also provides a secured
future. Government jobs vacancies are very limited than the no of seekers so there is a very tough
competition one must prepare well to get placed after clearing the government exams. Maths plays a key
role in many of the government exams. Few jobs are enlisted below where maths plays a major role.
1) IBPS Clerk Exam
The Institute of banking personal selection also known as IBPS conduct few banking exams. Every year
common written examination is held to recruit clerks in public banks. Syllabus and subjects for this exam
are as follows. There are five sections:
1. English Language
2. Reasoning
3. Quantitative Aptitude
4. General Awareness
5. Computer Aptitude
There are five main subjects and one can prepare accordingly and one can also take help from previous
year question papers and guide. There are total 190 questions asked in the exam that needs to be
completed in 160 minutes. Maths plays a key role in this examination and can help to clear the sarkari
results.
Guidance and Preparation Tips.
One should make a daily study routine
Go through previous year question papers and guide books
Must update yourself with daily current affairs.
2) Railway Jobs
Railway jobs are one of the most popular government jobs that recruit candidates every year and provide
a great opportunity for the job seekers. There are few vacancies out for railway job interested candidates
can apply online and make it through clearing sarkari results. The syllabus for railway jobs is as follows:
1. Arithmetic
2. Reasoning
3. General Science
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4. Technical ability
5. General awareness
6. General intelligence
Candidates who wish to appear in railway exams must prepare according to the syllabus so that they can
score good marks and they should also focus their maths as major part of the questions comprises of
maths. Total no of question asked in the exams are 120 which are of 120 marks and the time duration of
this exam is 90 minutes
Preparation tips for this exam
Prepare yourself according to the syllabus
Focus on maths as major part of questions is of maths
Go through current affairs
Make your daily study routine

3) Staff Selection Commission (SSC)
SSC has been one of the most preferred jobs in India. Every year lot of vacancies are filled by SSC in the
government department and provide a great path for students to secure their position in the government
sector. Staff selection commission conduct test to recruit group c (non-technical) and group b (nongazette both technical and nontechnical) post in the various department of the government of India. SSC
is the organisation which provides employment to millions of students every year in India. It provides
great opportunity for students who are looking forward for SSC. Syllabus and subject for the exam is as
followed:
1. General Intelligence
2. English Language
3. Quantitative Aptitude
4. General Awareness
5. Computer based examination mode
The written examination consists of total 100 questions and total time duration of 120 minutes and
computer based examination consist of physics, computer science and information technology also
electronics and telecommunication engineering.
Preparation guide
One must go through the syllabus and prepare according to that
One should get help from guide and previous year question papers
Should prepare a timetable and daily study routine
Should go through current affairs.
These are the few jobs that everyone wishes to secure their position in these jobs by clearing sarkari
results as these jobs have very rapid growth in very less time and provide great future. Those who are
willing to get these jobs must be good in maths as in these exams maths is asked in majority. Maths is one
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of those subjects that play a key role in clearing the government exams. One should focus on maths and
practice it daily so that there is no chance of lagging behind in the exams and get good marks in the
government exams.
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